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Noun- case, gender, and number 

Noun Cases 
Case Definition 
Nominative The subject of the verb 
Accusative The direct object of the 

verb and also used for the 
objects of some 
prepositions 

Genitive The case of possession 
and other similar 
relations; it is usually 
helpful to begin by 
translating it with the 
Modern English 's form or 
using the preposition of. 

Dative The indirect object of the 
verb and also for the 
objects of a large class of 
prepositions 

Instrumental The action of a verb 
occurs 

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Neuter Nouns 

Strong 

  Sing.              
Pl. 

Weak 

Sing.            Pl. 

N scip scipu ēage ēagan 

A scip scipus ēage ēagan 

G scipes scipa ēagan ēagena 

D scipe scipum ēagan ēagum 
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Nouns 
Strong Weak 

Feminine 
Sing. Pl. 

 

Masculine 
Sing. Pl. 

 

Feminine 
Sing. Pl. 

 

Masculine 
Sing. Pl. 

 

N giefu     ġiefa, -e            stān        stānas            tunge     tungan            nama    naman 
A giefe     ġiefa, -e            stān        stānas            tungan   tungan            naman  naman 
G giefe     ġiefa            stānes    stāna            tungan   tungena            naman  namena 
D giefe     ġiefum            stāne     stānum            tungan   tungum            naman  namum 

 

*What separates the weak from the strong is found in the 

noun endings. 
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Definite Articles 

 

*Definite articles follow, organized Masculine, 

Feminine, and Neuter. Plural definite articles apply to 

all genders, regardless. 

 

Singular 

Case Masculine Feminine Neuter 
Nomanative sé séo þaet 
Accusative þone pa þaet 
Dative þáém þáére þáém 
Genitive paes þáére þaes 
Instrumental þý þáére þý 

Plural 

Nominative pa 
Accusative pa 
Dative þáém 
Genitive þára 
Instrumental þáém 
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Personal Pronouns 

	  

 

Third Person 

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural 
Nominative hē ‘he hit hēo hīe 
Accusative hine hit hīe hīe 
Genitive his his hire hira 
Dative him him hire him 

 

 

First Person 

 Singular Plural 
Nominative iċ wē 
Accusative mē ūs 
Genitive mīn ūre 
Dative mē ūs 

Second Person 

	   Singular Plural 
Nominative þū ġē 
Accusative þē, þec ēow 
Genitive þīn ēower 
Dative þē ēow 
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